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that. The...1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to an image processing apparatus and method, and a program product. More particularly, the present invention relates to an image processing apparatus and method, and a program product, each of which, when
creating a correction target image, creates a target image which simulates an image recorded on a film (an image to be actually recorded on a film), based on characteristic information about an actual recorded image of a film, in a manner which allows for image processing

involving processing such as image extraction, image processing to suit a particular image processing (to be referred to as “film processing” hereinafter), image reduction, image enhancement and sharpening. 2. Description of the Related Art Digital cameras (hereinafter referred to
as “image pickup devices”) have recently become popular, and it has become possible to create digital images (to be referred to as “stills images”) taken by a digital camera or still images of an image which was taken and recorded on a film by a camera (hereinafter referred to as “a
film image”) and then printed by a laboratory. In recent years, such digital still images have been acquired in a storage medium such as a PC (Personal Computer) and have been used as media for various purposes. For example, such digital still images are compared with the digital
still images taken by a digital camera of a personal friend, and an image processing technique is designed and developed based on the comparison result. With the digital camera becoming popular, a user of the digital camera holds a user conference about the proper utilization of a
photograph taken by a digital camera or about image correction processing with the digital camera or laboratory through the use of a display such as a television or the like. Since, in many cases, a technique specific to a digital camera is not public information, it is difficult for a

user of a digital camera to 3e33713323
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